
Infrastructure Hierarchy and Description

Portfolio Goods and People Movement

Supports the movement of vehicle, pedestrian and intermodal travel options.

Asset Class Description

Roads The primary function of the assets is the movement of vehicle
traffic.

Bridges Allows transition of vehicles and pedestrians to traverse over or
under other infrastructure, including all manner of structure that
supports a traffic load either under or over another mode of
transportation.

Active Mode Mainly pedestrian traffic promotes health and wellness, includes
bike paths, sidewalks, shared-use paths and trails.

Light Rail
Transit

LRT related infrastructure and systems to support the travel of
trains and movement of passengers; excludes transit stations

Transit Bus
System

Supports the bus systems and connection to other mass transit
options, excludes major bus stations

Portfolio Open Space

Open-air infrastructure with a predominance of green space, minimal hard surface
and support a sustainable natural environment.

Asset Class Description

Park Space Assets intended to maintain a connection to the natural
environment and promote outdoor play and activities

Play Space Programmable spaces and assets dedicated to sports and play in an
outdoor setting

Cemeteries Assets which support the memorialization of individuals in
perpetuity.

Portfolio Service Delivery

Infrastructure provides direct service to citizens in support of quality of life.

Asset Class Description

Attractions Infrastructure having multiple components and asset types which



function as a whole facility. These assets have paying customers
and generally are open to the public.

Recreation All assets which support the programming of a recreation facility,
excluding the building.

Police Assets that are for use only by Edmonton Police Service, specialized
in nature, not found in other areas of the city, including Police
rolling stock and specialized IT equipment, but excluding buildings.

Fire Rescue Assets that are for use only by Fire Rescue in performing a
specialized function, not found in other areas of the city, excluding
rolling stock and buildings.

Library Materials and equipment supporting programs and services which
are open to the public, excluding buildings.

Portfolio Ancillary Infrastructure

Infrastructure which is part of an overall system and/or supports in the delivery of
service for which other assets types rely on.

Asset Class Description

Barrier /
Separation
Infrastructure

Infrastructure which separates two modes of traffic provides a
safety function or is supporting the function of another asset.

Signs and
Signals

Performs the function of traffic control and roadway safety for
users, including signs, traffic signals, street lighting and traffic
control.

Technology
Equipment

Assets that support the communication and information collection
and dissemination to internal and external partners; excludes
technology assets from Library and Police.

Fleet Rolling stock assets, supporting services offered by the city; includes
all heavy equipment, municipal fleet vehicles, fire trucks and
associated equipment to maintain the assets.

Research and
Testing

Labs and equipment intended to collect and analyze information in
support of maintaining municipal infrastructure.

Engineered
Drainage

Built assets whose primary function is to mitigate the flow of water
on to, or away from other built assets

Portfolio Facilities



Vertical structures consist of several systems and house programs delivered by the
City.

Asset Class Description

Buildings All structures that are owned by the City of Edmonton, housing
programs, service, or operations run by the City in support of citizen
needs.

Affordable
Housing

Housing facilities which are in support of not-for-profit and
community housing and provide affordable options for
Edmontonians

Portfolio Utilities

Infrastructure provides service to citizens and is regulated by an external body.

Asset Class Description

Waste
Services

Assets that support the collection and management of waste
produced within the city.

Renewable
Energy

Technology and assets supporting the development of renewable
energy generation and delivery; excludes buildings.

Portfolio Culture and Heritage Assets

Assets intended to preserve the city’s heritage.

Asset Class Description

City's Heritage
Collection

Man-made items of cultural or historical significance, preserved to
maintain our history

Public Art All forms of artistic expression owned by the City and installed for
the enjoyment of all citizens, includes monuments, statues, murals,
and memorials.


